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The Chrysler 1. These engines were loosely based on their predecessors, the Chrysler 2.
Beginning in , these engines were phased out in favor of the new World engine built by the
Global Engine Manufacturing Alliance joint-venture. The 2. The 1. The EBD is a 1. The engine
features a cast iron block , and pistons with shallow crowns to save weight. The block uses a
bedplate featuring a perimeter wall with transverse webbings for durability and quiet operation
at high engine speeds. The pistons are attached to fracture-split forged, powdered metal
connecting rods using semi-floating press-fit pins. A gerotor oil pump is driven directly from the
crankshaft on the front of the engine. A timing belt is used to drive the valvetrain. Early
production 2. The water pump is driven from the timing belt, with the water pump housing cast
partially into the engine block itself. The positive crankcase ventilation PCV system utilized a
plastic oil separator box that was vented directly to the block itself; the breather hose and PCV
valve hoses attached to the box, and connected to the induction system. Later engines featured
a PCV system that was molded to the cylinder head valve cover. The second feature was
internal in nature - the crankshaft main bearings were keyed into the bedplate on the right rear
of each transverse web. Later model years featured keys machined on the right front of each
web. The third feature would be a slightly bigger camshaft profile that was changed on and up
SOHC vehicles due to a rough idle when the air conditioning was on. A crankshaft tone wheel
was present between number 1 and number 2 connecting rod pins, and was machined such that
a Hall-effect magnetic pickup mounted to the engine block could read the crankshaft's position
as it rotates. The tone wheel was re-engineered to attach to the crankshaft using three bolts,
had a tone pattern substantially different from previous engines, and was moved to the rear of
the crankshaft. For this reason, these engines are generally not interchangeable between the
and prior and and newer model years. Up to late , this engine type suffered from oil leaks and
head gasket failures between the block and cylinder head. Chrysler Corporation used several
different designs of composite material head gaskets in an attempt to solve this problem. The
cause of the problem was found to be one head bolt hole that was drilled too shallow at the
factory, meaning the head bolt bottomed out and could never seal properly. In , a thicker,
multi-layer steel head gasket was introduced that eliminated this problem. When equipped with
the newer crank wheel for the new NGC engine computer, the A version cannot be directly
transplanted into a vehicle originally equipped with the earlier style engine using an SBEC
Single Board Engine Controller. It has an aluminum SOHC cylinder head. It uses a reinforced
plastic intake manifold although a few of the and engines received an aluminum intake manifold
due to a shortage of the plastic parts. They were painted black, but it's easy to see the casting
marks and prints on the manifold. The aluminum version is prized among enthusiasts as it's
easy to port and polish for improved airflow characteristics. Chief differences between this
version and the A include a cast aluminum SOHC cylinder head that more easily passes exhaust
gases than the base engine, a camshaft that is optimized for higher engine speeds, a factory
welded exhaust short-tube header instead of a cast exhaust manifold, and a two-piece intake
manifold. This manifold features unequal-length intake runners that are switched by an electric
actuator that controls butterfly-type valves in the shorter intake runners. It has a cast iron
engine block and aluminum DOHC cylinder head. It uses Sequential fuel injection , has 4 valves
per cylinder with roller rocker arms and features fracture-split forged powder metal connecting
rods , a one-piece cast camshaft, and an aluminum intake manifold. The A used in the
Dodge-designed chassis, such as the Dodge Avenger and Mitsubishi Eclipse , have intake ports
facing the rear of the vehicle. Most other specifications are identical, however, and even some
head components such as the valve cover are compatible. The Neon itself never carried a
naturally aspirated 2. The code for this engine was EDZ. The first 2. The SRT-4 performance
variant utilized a 2. This engine, code A, has a cast iron partially open deck block and split
crankcase. It uses an 8. The cylinder head is cast aluminum, with the cylinder heads being a
degree pent-roof design with a partial cloverleaf between the intake valves. The valves are
actuated by hydraulically adjusted rocker arms with roller cam followers. The intake manifold,
reverse-rotation turbocharger, jet oil coolers, oil pump, manual transmission, special ecu
tuning, intercooler size, and weight are the only differences between those cars. The
turbocharger compressor housing features a built-in bypass valve, and the turbo housing is
cast into the exhaust manifold with a loop-around flow pattern. But, varies boost level based on
knock sensor readings. Higher octane fuel results in less knock and higher boost levels. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Chrysler Neon engine. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle engine.
DOHC 4 valves x cyl. SOHC 4 valves x cyl. AMC straight-4 engine Chrysler 2. This section may
be too technical for most readers to understand. Please help improve it to make it
understandable to non-experts , without removing the technical details. December Learn how
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Sequential MPFI. Chrysler World engine. Marketed in Europe, Mexico, Canada, Japan, Egypt,
Australia, and South America as a Chrysler, the Neon was offered in multiple versions and
configurations over its production life, which ended after the model year. The Neon nameplate
was subsequently resurrected in for the Dodge Neon, a rebadged variant of Fiat Tipo sedan for
the Mexican market. The Neon nameplate first appeared as a concept car in under the Dodge
brand. Although radically styled and clearly not production-ready featuring sliding suicide
doors , the Neon concept resembled the future production vehicle. The first generation Neon
was introduced in January and manufactured until August It was available as a four-door
notchback sedan and a two-door notchback coupe. The car was badged and sold as both a
Dodge and a Plymouth in the United States and Canada ; in Mexico was sold as Dodge and
Chrysler, and in Europe, Australia and other export markets it was sold as the Chrysler Neon.
Pick any two. Neons had unconventional option availability, including the lack of power
windows in the rear doors. Certain color base-model Neons, including red and black, had
bumper covers molded in color rather than painted. These covers, while textured and not as
glossy as paint, absorbed scuffs and scrapes with less visible damage. The mid-level Highline
models in and used wheel covers with a bubble design. Paint color choices became more
subdued by the model years, as the majority of buyers opted for more conventional tones.
Later, the LX model was replaced by the LE with the updated model in In Japan, only the sedan
was offered. In Europe, the car was available with a 1. Europe received one limited edition
model, the CS that came only in Platinum paint. The ACR Neon, available with the DOHC engine,
featured four-wheel disc brakes, Arvin non-adjustable struts for â€” models and Koni adjustable
dampers for â€” models, thicker anti-sway bars, stiffer suspension bushings, fast-ratio steering,
heavy-duty wheel hubs, and a five-speed manual transmission with a shorter. The ACR offers
no badging to distinguish it from other Neon models; the only visible differences are a bumper
with fog light holes, but no fog lights and a lack of side moldings. The name "ACR" was initially
the internal ordering code for the "Competition Package", as it was termed in dealer materials;
however, as knowledge of the model spread, the ACR name stuck. The backronym "American
Club Racer" was coined due to its popularity with club and grassroots racers. The "Stripe
Delete" option was available from the factory, but with no credit to the Neon's price. Sales of the
second generation model started with the model year and production ended with the model
year. The second-generation Neon was only available as a four-door sedan. In some global
sales regions, including the U. The second generation was more refined than the
first-generation car. It was advertised that the second generation Neon had over 1, refinements
from the original generation. The first generation's frameless windows were replaced with a
full-framed door. Other NVH refinements were implemented. The new interior and greater size
increased weight. The last Plymouth Neon, which was also the last Plymouth ever produced a
silver four-door sedan , rolled off the assembly line on June 28, Besides the 2. The 1. Originally,
the second generation Neon featured a five-speed manual transmission using the former ACR
gear ratios to improve acceleration. However, this hurt gas mileage and made the car noisier on
the highway, and eventually, the original gear ratios were restored. A four-speed automatic
41TE was offered in the Neon for the model year, and the received an updated 40TE four-speed
auto, replacing the earlier 3-speed 31TH. In Australia and Canada, the Chrysler Neon was
discontinued in The Neon was facelifted once again for with large "crosseyed" headlights and
crosshair grille to make it look more like a Dodge Caravan and Dodge Stratus. The Chrysler
Neon continued to be sold in Europe until In Brazil, the Neon was marketed as a luxury mid-size
sedan; for Mexico it was a competitor to the Ford Escort , and sold as a Chrysler with either the
1. For the Dutch market, the Neon proved more successful than for the rest of the Continent.
Trim levels were 2. However, some grey import versions came in from Mexico. This generation
continued to be offered in Japan from to The Japanese version was installed with a leather
interior and was marketed as a small luxury car to Japanese consumers. DaimlerChrysler
discontinued the Neon, with the final cars assembled on September 23, at the Belvidere
Assembly plant in Belvidere, Illinois. Like the Neon, the Caliber had an SRT-4 variant, but like
the standard Caliber, it used a completely different engine. In markets like Australia the Neon
range was reduced to either 2. The first generation Neon earned a "Poor" rating in an offset
frontal Crash test conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. The second
generation Neon earned a higher "Marginal" rating. By comparison, the Chevrolet Cavalier

performed worse in the small car category in , the Neon's final year. No small car made in this
period, tested without side airbags, achieved better than a "Poor. In , the Institute carried out
side-impact tests on 14 small car models, simulating an impact with an SUV. Among these, the
Neon performed the worst. IIHS stated that the Neon had " This car is a disaster The structure is
poor Second generation headrests were rated as "Poor". Driver deaths fatality risks statistics
â€” published by the IIHS â€” rated the Neon and 15 other vehicles among the "Highest rates of
driver deaths. Released for the model year, around the same time the Dodge Dart was expected
to end production, there were reports that it would be sold in the U. Plans to market the
third-generation Neon vehicle north of Mexico were dropped following General Motors and Ford
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for? Toggle navigation. Home Workshop Manuals Chrysler Neon. Chrysler Neon The Chrysler
Neon, is a compact front wheel drive car introduced in January for the model year by Chrysler
Corporation's Dodge and Plymouth brands. The first generation Neon was introduced in
January and manufactured until August It was available as a four-door sedan and a two-door
coupe. Throughout its production, the Neon was offered in multiple versions and configurations
over its production life, which ended on September 23, The Neon had driver deaths per million
registered vehicle years, while the average for the Neon class 4-door small was Get notified for
new files? We'll send you a quick email when a new Chrysler Neon document is added. Chrysler
Neon Workshop Manual. Chrysler Neon Owners Manual. Chrysler Neon Misc Document. Related
Models. Chrysler Official Website. Never miss out: Get notified when new Chrysler Neon
documents are added. About Manuals. Connect with us. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid

expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

